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SuHllnary
We obtain an easy proof of S,Schuster's interpolation theorem.
1. introduction
ln the Fourth lntemational Cるf rence on the Theory and Apphcations
of Graphsl), G o Chartrand gave an open problerl:
If a graph G contains spanning trees with m and n end―vertic s,
respectively, with m<n, does G contttn a spanning tree with k end一
vertices for every integer k 、vith m< k < n ?
And in[3]S.Schuster resolved this problem affirmatively with
constructive and rather complicated case analysis.   Vヽe obtain another
proof of this theorem.   Our method employs only a bit kno、vledge for
graphs and easy arithmetics.
2. Prelirrlinaries
We assume the reader to be fa■liliar、vi h the standard terHinology
and notation of graph theory (see[2], for example).  A graph G=
(V, E)is an unOrdered connected graph without any multiple edges or
self loops. For any graph G, ST(G)is a set of all spanning trees of
G.For a function f from ST(G)to nonnegrative integers Z+,we say
that f interpolates over spanning trees if for spanning trees Tl and T2
in ST(G), and an integer k satisfying f(Tl)<k< f(T2), there
exists a spanning tree T in ST(G)such that f(T)=k.
3. Schuster's theorem and its new proof.
[Theorem]3)Let Tl and T2 be Spanning trees of a graph G=(V,E)
覇「ith Tl having exactly m end―ver ices a  T2 haVing exactly n end―
vertices.Then for any integer k satisfying m<k<n,there exists a
spanning tree T of G 、vith having exactly k end―vertices.
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We can say in other words that the function N 、vhich counts the
number of end―vertices of a spanning tree interpolates over spanning
trees.
We begin、v th the fol10wing lenllna
ELemma]Let N(T)is the number Of end―vertices of any tree T=(VT,
ET).Then it is given by
N(T)=1+??
?
?? dT(v)-21。
=IV'|=I VTI―IV"
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(Proof)Let V'be the subset{υ l dT(υ)=1}of VT and v"=VT一V'
Then the following equation holds
患 dT(V)-21=遇,2-dT(v)
十き,(dT(V)~2)
=邁dT(V)+患OT(V)-21V"|
=Σ dT(v)-21V"|.
Since every edge counts two tilnes in the suHInation of degrees of
all vertices for any graph and the number of edges Of any tree is one
fewer than the number Of vertices, we obtain the f0110、v ng equation
屠
「
T(V)=2 1ETI=2(I VTI-1).
TherefOre,N(T),the number Of end―vertices,is as fOllows:
N(T)=1+モ弓棄dT(V)-21
(Proof of theorem)
For any t、vo spanning trees Tl and T2 0f G, we can transform Tュ
intO T2 V｀ith the sequence of the adjacent edge exchanges,   SO we
consider the inユuence on N(T)of only one step transfor】mation with
the adiacent edge exchange.
The spanning tree Tl is assumed to be transformed into a spanning
tree T'=T二十 (u,v)―(v,w)by adding an edge(u,v)and deleting an
edge(v,w). Then for the degrees of vertices in T',the following
equations hold:
dT,(u)=dTl(u)+1,
dT,(w)=dTl(w)-1,and
dT,(x)=dTl(x) for any vertex x except u and w
By the lenllma and above equations, we can easily calculate the
difference between N(Tl)and N(T')。
IN(Tl)一N(T')|
=|(1+;患dTュ(V)-2 )
―(1+is,l dT'(V)2)|
=歩(dh(u)_21+dTュ(w)-2)
―(dT,(u)-21+l dT,(w)-21)|
=歩 (ldh(u)_21-d Tl(u)-1)
十(l dTl(w)-21-l dTl(w)-31)|
≦ 1
Therefore, we can ind T with k end―vertices in th  sequence of
transformation from Tl into T2・
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